Based on the quantum renormalization group, we derive the bulk geometry that emerges in the holographic dual of the fermionic U (N ) vector model at a nonzero charge density. The obstruction that prohibits the metallic state from being smoothly deformable to the direct product state under the renormalization group flow gives rise to a horizon at a finite radial coordinate in the bulk. The region outside the horizon is described by the Lifshitz geometry with a higher-spin hair determined by microscopic details of the boundary theory. On the other hand, the interior of the horizon is not described by any Riemannian manifold, as it exhibits an algebraic non-locality. The non-local structure inside the horizon carries the information on the shape of the filled Fermi sea.
I. INTRODUCTION
Black hole horizon hosts tensions among basic principles of physics established within the framework of local field theories, and understanding what is behind the horizon may hold the key to the resolution [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Given that there is so far no non-perturbative definition of quantum gravity except through the AdS/CFT correspondence [6] [7] [8] , it is desired to have an access to the interior of horizon via boundary field theories [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, probing the interior of horizon may require a full microscopic theory of the bulk beyond the local field theory approximation whose validity can not be taken for granted near horizon.
Quantum renormalization group (RG) provides a microscopic prescription to derive holographic duals for general field theories [14] [15] [16] . In quantum RG, renormalization group flow is mapped to a dynamical system, where the action principle replaces classical beta functions. The sources for a subset of operators (called single-trace operators) become dynamical variables whose fluctuations encode the information about all other operators which are not explicitly included in the RG flow. The resulting bulk theory generally includes dynamical gravity [15, 16] and gauge theory [17, 18] because the background metric and gauge field that source the energy-momentum tensor and a conserved current are promoted to dynamical variables. From the bulk perspective, this accounts for the fact that multi-trace operators are generated once bulk fields for single-trace operators are integrated out [19] [20] [21] . Because the complete set of single-trace operators include operators of all sizes in general, the bulk theory is kinematically non-local [15, 22] . In the presence of non-local dynamical degrees of freedom, locality in the bulk is a feature that is determined dynamically rather than a kinematical structure put in by hand. This provides a natural setting to study horizon within the framework of RG flow.
In quantum RG, horizon corresponds to a Hagedorn-like dynamical phase transition where non-local operators proliferate at a critical RG scale [23] . This is best understood in terms of quantum states defined on spacetime, where RG flow of an action is viewed as a quantum evolution of the corresponding state generated by a coarse graining operator. The coarse graining generator projects the state associated with an action toward a reference state that represents an IR fixed point. Whether the true IR physics of the theory is described by the putative IR fixed point or not is determined by whether the state can be smoothly projected to the reference state or not. Although a local action is mapped to a short-range entangled state, the range of entanglement increases under the RG flow as non-local operators are generated. If the theory is in a gapless phase, the quantum state can not be smoothly projected to a reference state which represents a gapped state. The obstruction manifests itself as a proliferation of non-local operators at a critical RG scale. This marks as a dynamical phase transition whose order parameter is locality (or loss of locality), and the critical point gives rise to a horizon in the bulk.
In an earlier work [23] , the correspondence between critical phenomenon and horizon has been demonstrated in a boson model. However, it is not possible to cross the horizon in the boson model because the critical point arises at an infinite RG scale. In this paper, we study a fermionic model with a nonzero charge density which undergoes a phase transition at a finite RG scale associated with the chemical potential. Since a horizon arises at a finite radial coordinate, one can go through it to reach the interior via RG flow. While the outside of horizon is described by a Lifshitz geometry [24] [25] [26] [27] , the interior of the horizon exhibits a non-local geometry which can not be described by a Riemannian manifold. We show that the non-local structure inside the horizon is sensitive not only to the universal long-distance properties of the boundary theory but also to microscopic details.
II. HOLOGRAPHIC DUAL FOR THE FERMIONIC VECTOR MODEL
We consider a D-dimensional fermionic U(N) vector model,
Here τ is the imaginary time,ψ a and ψ a are Grassmann fields with flavour a = 1, 2, .., N .
µ is the chemical potential for the U (1) charge, and λ is a quartic coupling. We regularize the field theory on a D-dimensional lattice as
Here i, j indicate sites on the D-dimensional spacetime lattice.ψ i · ψ j ≡ aψ a i ψ a j represents the set of bi-local single-trace operators, and t (0) ij 's are hopping amplitudes on the lattice. The local chemical potential can be identified as µ i = j t (0) ij − m, where m > 0 is assumed. If the hopping is small compared to m, the chemical potential is below the bottom of the band, and the system is in the insulating state. On the other hand, a finite charge density is generated and the system becomes a metal when the hopping is large. The system goes through the insulator to metal transition as the magnitude of t (0) ij is increased, as is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Our goal is to derive the bulk geometry that emerges in each state. For other holographic approaches to related vector models, see Refs. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . To set up the RG procedure, we divide S into a reference action and a deformation. The reference action is chosen to be the ultra-local theory which describes the insulating fixed point,
and the rest is treated as a deformation,
Following [23] , we define quantum states associated with S 0 and S 1 as
where |ψ, ψ are the basis states labeled by the Grassmannian fields, 
with
). The inner product is chosen such that the basis states satisfy the orthonormality condition,
where ψ ,ψ | is the Hermitian conjugate of |ψ ,ψ . Then the partition function is given by the overlap between the two quantum states,
where |S 0 is the complex conjugate of |S 0 .
Renormalization group flow can be understood as a quantum evolution of |S 1 generated by an operatorĤ [23] . Since the partition function is invariant under the coarse-graining transformation,
where dz is an infinitesimal parameter, the reference state should be annihilated byĤ,
This is equivalent to the statement that S 0 represents a fixed point. Because |S 0 is a direct-product state in spacetime, the coarse graining operator that satisfies Eq. (11) is
The evolution generated byĤ corresponds to a real space coarse graining in which the mass m is gradually increased such that fluctuations of fields are suppressed at each site [43] .
WhileĤ is not Hermitian, it can be mapped to a Hermitian operator through a similarity transformation as all eigenvalues are real. As the evolution operators are repeatedly inserted between the overlap, e −zĤ |S 1 is gradually projected to the unentangled ground state ofĤ.
Whether the initial state |S 1 can be smoothly projected to the direct product state depends on whether the system belongs to the insulating phase described by the reference action [23] .
Now we fix λ, and label the state associated with the deformation in terms of hopping amplitudes,
Apart from the fixed quartic interaction, |t contains only single-trace hoppings. However, multi-trace operators are generated under the coarse graining evolution. In quantum RG, the multi-trace operators are traded with non-trivial dynamics of the single-trace sources [14] [15] [16] .
As a result, the partition function is given by a path integration over the scale dependent single-trace sources t ij (z) [23, 43] ,
where H[t * , t] is the coherent state representation of the bulk HamiltonianĤ given bŷ
Here the gauge is fixed so that the speed of coarse graining is uniform in spacetime, and the shift is zero at all z [23] . The bi-local fields are the fundamental degrees of freedom in the bulk, which include the metric and higher spin fields. In the Hamiltonian picture, the bi-local fields are promoted to quantum operators : t ij (t † ij ) represents the annihilation (creation) operator of quantized link between sites i and j. Despite the fact that the original theory is fermionic, the bulk theory is bosonic because there is no U(N) invariant fermionic operator in the theory.
In the large N limit, quantum fluctuations in the RG path are suppressed, and the saddle point approximation becomes reliable. The saddle point equation reads
Heret ij (z) andp ij (z) denote the saddle point configuration of t ij (z) and t * ij (z), which satisfy the boundary conditions,t
It is noted thatp ij is not necessarily the complex conjugate oft ij at the saddle point. If t (0) ij depends only on r i − r j , the saddle point solution is also invariant under the translation. In this case, the equations in momentum space are reduced to
. The solution to the saddle point equations is given bȳ
Eqs. (21) and (22) completely determine the saddle-point configurations of the bulk fields in terms ofT q (0), which encodes all the information about the microscopic theory. For example, the (D − 1)-dimensional hypercubic lattice with a continuous imaginary time gives
where t is the nearest neighbor hopping amplitude and µ is the chemical potential. In general, any local hopping in space can be written in power
where
Here the chemical potentialT 0 (0) is singled out, and the coefficient of the quadratic term is normalized by rescaling k. c i 1 ,i 2 ,..,i 2n can be independently tuned by further neighbor hoppings on a microscopic lattice. It is assumed that the minimum of the band is k = 0, and the lattice respects the parity to allow only even powers of momentum in the dispersion.
In terms of e(k), the saddle point solutions are written as (25) where δ = −T 0 (0) + m + 2λp 0 (0) is the gap.
III. EMERGENT GEOMETRY IN THE BULK
Because the reference state is ultra-local, there is no background metric in the bulk.
The bulk geometry is dynamically determined by the saddle point solution. Since the bulk theory involves the bi-local fields of all sizes, it is kinematically non-local. A sense of locality emerges only when single-trace sources decay fast enough in spacetime. In this section, we examine the geometry that emerges in the bulk in the insulating phase and in the metallic phase.
A. Insulating phase
To study the behavior of the hopping field in real space, we first transformT q (z) to the time domain,
θ(τ ) is the theta function, and ultra-local terms are ignored. In the insulating phase with
is positive for all k and z, and the first term on the right hand side of Eq.
(26) vanishes. Because E(k, z) is analytic in k, the hopping field decays exponentially in real space at all z. For example, for e(k) = k 2 the bi-local field in the real space is given bȳ Fluctuations of the bi-local fields propagate on the background set by the saddle-point configuration. Therefore, the bulk geometry can be extracted by inspecting the equation of motions obeyed by the fluctuations of the hopping fields around the saddle point,
The quadratic action for the fluctuations is
To extract the background metric, we focus on the imaginary part of the hopping field t A ij =t ij −t * ij which satisfies a simple equation of motion,
for i = j. We take the continuum limit, and definet A ij = e −2ztA (r, r , z), where r and r represent spacetime coordinates (τ, x) and (τ , x ). For large z and r = r , the equation of
. This can be written in a covariant form,
.,i 2n . The bulk metric is identified from the terms up to two derivatives,
c i 1 ,..,i 2n (z) encodes the vacuum expectation values of the higher spin fields in the bulk.
In the insulating phase, the geometry ends at a finite proper distance from the UV boundary,
The finite depth in the bulk reflects the fact that the quantum state associated with the action can be smoothly projected to the direct product state through a series of RG transformations with a finite depth. The proper distance in the radial direction measures the "distance" between theories [23] .
B. Metallic phase
As the system deviates further from the insulating state with decreasing gap, the depth of the bulk space diverges logarithmically. When the system reaches the critical point at δ = 0, the bulk geometry develops an infinitely long throat with a Lifhistz horizon at z = ∞.
At the critical point, the metric in Eq. (34) becomes the Lifshitz geometry,
which is invariant under the scaling
The dynamical critical exponent z = 2 reflects the quadratic dispersion at the bottom of the At the critical point, the Lifshitz horizon is located at z = ∞. However, the horizon arises at a finite z in the metallic phase. Unlike the bosonic model [23] , the chemical potential can be further increased across the bottom of the band. For δ < 0, a Fermi surface forms, and the system becomes a metal. In the metallic phase, the horizon moves to z H ≡ 1 2
at which g τ τ vanishes. Outside the horizon, E(k, z) remains positive for all k, and the metric is given by
for small z H − z with z H >> 1. The geometry no longer has an isometry associated with a global translation of z because there is a scale represented by z H . However, the space outside the horizon has an isometry associated with rescaling of z toward z H . The isometry becomes manifest in a new coordinate system, z = − at radial location z, the 2n derivative term in Eq. (33) scales as (z H − z) (n−1) . The bulk equation of motion for the low-momentum modes becomes insensitive to the higher-spin fields close to the horizon. However, in order to extract the full low-energy data from the UV boundary, one should probe particle-hole excitations whose momenta are comparable to the Fermi momentum k F ∼ |δ|. If a mode with proper momentum k F at the UV boundary is sent into the bulk, the momentum is blue shifted to p ∼ |δ| (z H −z) near the horizon. For these modes, the higher-derivative terms in Eq. (33) remain important. The sensitivity to the higher-spin fields signifies the need to go beyond the low-energy effective theory near the horizon. This is expected because the shape of Fermi surface is determined not just by the quadratic term but also by all higher-order terms in Eq. (24) .
The horizon corresponds to a phase transition at which the length scale associated with the size of bi-local operators in e −zĤ |S 1 diverges [23] . At the horizon, the range of hoping diverges, which causes the collapse of the D-dimensional spacetime volume. Zero area of the horizon is consistent with the fact that the metal has zero entropy density. Although the Lifshitz horizon has a divergent tidal force, nothing stops one from being able to continue the coarse graining procedure across the horizon. Inside the horizon with z > z H , E(k, z) changes sign as a function of momentum. The discontinuity ofT τ,k (z) as a function of momentum results in a slow decay of the hopping field along with a Friedel-like oscillation in real space.
The specific form of the oscillation depends on the microscopic details. From now on, we will focus on the dispersion e(k) = k 2 , which describes the spherical Fermi surface. For different shapes of Fermi surface, the structure inside the horizon will be different. For the spherical Fermi surface, E(k, z) becomes negative for |k| < k
The asymptotic behavior oft i+r,i as a function of r = (τ, x) is given by t i+r,i = m 2 e 2z (e 2z −1) 2 K(τ, x; z), where
in D = 1 + 1, and
in D = 2 + 1, where J 0 (x) is the 0th order Bessel function of the first kind.
Inside the horizon, the saddle point configuration of the hopping field decays in a powerlaw as a function of r. The hopping field sets a non-local background on which fluctuation fields propagate according to Eq. (31). In the large z limit, the equation of motion for
where the asymptotic behavior of K(τ, x; z) is given in Eqs. (40)- (43) . The non-local saddle point configuration allows the bi-local fields to jump to far sites in the D-dimensional spacetime. This implies that the space inside the horizon can not be described by a local geometry.
The wavevector for the Friedel-like oscillation at radial position z is given by k s (z), which gradually increases from 0 at z H to the true Fermi momentum k F = √ −δ in the large z 
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we apply the quantum renormalization group to construct the holographic dual of the fermionic U (N ) vector model with a nonzero charge density. The bulk equations of motion are exactly solved in the large N limit to derive the geometries that emerge in different phases of the model. In the insulating phase, the bulk geometry caps off at a finite proper distance in the radial direction. At the critical point between the metal to insulator phase transition, the proper size in the radial direction diverges, which results in a Lifshitz geometry in the bulk. In the metallic phase, the Lifshitz horizon moves to a finite radial coordinate. The geometry outside of the Lifshitz horizon carries a higher-spin hair determined by microscopic hopping amplitudes of the boundary theory. On the other hand, the interior of the horizon is characterized by an algebraic non-locality, and can not be described by a Riemannian geometry. Certain microscopic data of the boundary field theory is encoded in the interior of the horizon.
The non-local space inside the horizon is different from a globally connected network where every site is connected to every other sites with an equal hopping strength. Since the non-local connectivity decreases as a power-law in coordinate distance, there is still a sense in which certain points are 'closer' than other points to a given point. However, this notion of distance can not be captured within the framework of Riemannian geometry. In order to define a notion of distance in this space, one might rewrite the non-local kernel in Eq. (44) as For example, the logarithmic distance function can be obtained from the geodesic distance between points on the boundary of a hyperbolic space (see Fig. 2 ). The non-local geometry is 'anomalous' in that distance function can be realized from a local metric only through a higher-dimensional space.
For D > 2, the metallic state becomes unstable against superconductivity at an energy scale which is exponentially small in N . As a result, the geometry for the metallic state Since we use the imaginary time formalism in this study, the bulk theory captures only the ground state of the theory. It shows how bulk geometry depends on the microscopic information of the ground state determined by Hamiltonian. It will be interesting to extend this to the real time formalism to understand the dependence of bulk geometry on state and
Hamiltonian separately.
In this appendix, we examine the asymptotic behavior oft i+r,i as |τ | → ∞ and x → ∞ 
where erf (x) is the error function. The asymptotic form is given by Eq. (40) and Eq. (41).
-π - we use the method of steepest descent for large |x|, where the integral contour is deformed as in Fig. 3 . The main contributions are from θ = ±π and θ = 0. Expansions around these points give Eq. (43).
